Activation of the IL-1 pathway during amplification of immune responses in tumor-bearing mice.
Previous work identified certain components of the immunological network that had been activated following the adoptive immunotherapy of tumor-bearing mice. The present report shows that part of the activation process involves the IL-1 pathway. Tumor-associated macrophages (TAM) from C57BL/6J mice bearing the immunogenic sarcoma, MCA/76-9, and tumor-bearers injected with cyclophosphamide (CY) or CY plus the intravenous transfer of tumor-sensitized lymphocytes showed relatively high levels of intracellular (IC) IL-1, as demonstrated in the mitogenic and comitogenic assays. Gel chromatography of IC IL-1 and extracellular (EC) IL-1 from TAM induced to secrete IL-1 by stimulation with lipopolysaccharide indicated a single peak of activity of similar molecular size. The active fractions of the EC IL-1 were found to increase in activity as they were diluted to a maximum of 1/64, beyond which IL-1 activity declined. Fractions of the IC IL-1 showed no increased activity on dilution. Filtrates (less than 10 kDa) obtained on concentration of the IC and EC IL-1 samples prior to fractionation were shown to contain an activity (3-5 kDa) that inhibited the uptake of [3H]TdR by thymocytes in the mitogenic and comitogenic assays. Membrane-bound IL-1 activity also was expressed by TAM and this coincided with the previously reported peak Ia expression by these cells. TAM were also shown to induce strong proliferative responses by allogeneic lymphocyte. Systemic amplification of antitumor responses was detected in mice bearing progressing tumors and in those that had received combination therapy as measured both by increases in free IL-1 in the peritoneal cavity and IL-1 within the peritoneal macrophages. These observations indicate that in addition to enhancement of Ia expression, the IL-1 pathway also is activated and amplified systemically in this model system of tumor progression and rejection.